Civil and Environmental Engineering Announcements

Week 2 – October 5th, 2022

Happy Week 2!

1. **Involvement**

2. **Career/Internship**

3. **Grad School**

4. **Scholarships**

**IN INVOLVEMENT**

**ENGINEERS WITHOUT BORDERS – INFO NIGHT!**

*Click here to view flyer*

October 10th, 6PM @Teaching Learning complex 1010

This student-run club partners with developing communities worldwide to help ensure their basic human needs are met by utilizing engineering expertise. Project locations this year in **Bolivia, Kenya, and Peru.**

Get connected by scanning the QR code in the flyer linked above!

@ewbatucd | ewbdavis@gmail.com
LEARN ABOUT CONSTRUCTION AND AGROFORESTRY IN ECUADOR!

*View flyer and QR code here*

Regeneration Field Institute is offering an immersion experience abroad for students looking to fill up their Spring break in March 2023. The program features course lectures, discussions and hands-on experience with local experts in bamboo construction, tropic agroforestry, cultural exchange, and ecosystem restoration. This is a worthwhile opportunity for any student looking for a unique and rewarding educational experience abroad

*Watch a video about it here!*

**CLICK HERE FOR REGISTRATION INFO**

First deposit deadline: Nov 15th, 2022

BIG-RT IS RECRUITING!

BioInnovation Group is having a research training program called BIG-RT! ! This is a great program for students to gain a solid background in basic lab techniques. BIG-RT will be starting week 3 of Fall Quarter!

Contact Joseph (joqtong@ucdavis.edu) or Sarah (smnng@ucdavis.edu) with any questions/concerns.

**SIGN UP HERE**

INTERESTED IN WATER INDUSTRY? JOIN AWWA!

The American Water Works Association is a growing club that promotes student involvement in the water industry. The club focuses on being a resource for networking with water industry professionals and expanding your knowledge in water/wastewater treatment and the protection/management of water resources. This chapter aims to host facility tours and informational sessions from professionals and graduate students in the water industry, in addition to our regular socials and general meetings.
CAREER/INTERNSHIPS

KPFF Consulting Engineers, Inc.
LOOKING FOR ENTRY-LEVEL/PAID INTERN POSITIONS?

KPFF is looking for Ags to join as Civil Design Engineer candidates or summer interns! They will be at the ASCE Career Fair on Oct 20 & 21.

Or, apply online here!

CHEVRON IS HIRING!

Chevron recruiters are currently hiring for intern and full-time Health, Safety and Environment (HSE) positions. They will also be at the in-person Fall Career Fair on October 12th. We are looking for bright, enthusiastic, and highly motivated individuals with two years of experience or less. Candidates should be pursuing a bachelor’s or master’s degree in Environmental Engineering, Chemical Engineering with environmental emphasis, Civil Engineering with environmental emphasis, Environmental Sciences.

Email Aileen Wong for questions at ucdhesrecruiting@chevron.com

Deadline for Applications: Monday, October 10th, 2022
Job Posting ID 6796605 - Handshake Link: HSE Full Time
Job Posting ID 6796597 - Handshake Link: HSE Intern

Parsons Corporation
CIVIL ENGINEERING INTERN POSITIONS – BAY AREA

Parsons Corporation Bay Area offices have immediate positions open for two Civil Engineering Interns in Oakland and Sacramento. These are with our transportation infrastructure practice primarily supporting Caltrans projects. Hours are highly flexible and compensated.

[Click here for full position descriptions]
Contact Chris Miles for questions at 626-773-2287

SUMMER TRANSPORTATION INTERNSHIP PROGRAM!

STIPDG is a paid opportunity for college and graduate students to get insight into working for the federal government and gain professional experience. The internship is substantive and project-based, and includes a stipend, mentorship from federal staff, professional development programming, and paid housing and travel for students who do not reside near their assigned internship site. Interns will be placed in Washington, DC and at DOT offices around the country. The Washington Center administers this program in close coordination with US DOT. There is no fee for students (or their institutions) to apply or participate.

[STIPDG Virtual Information Sessions]
[STIPDG Application Tips and Support Webinars]
Deadline to apply: January 31, 2023

GRAD SCHOOL

UC BERKELEY – MASTERS IN ENGINEERING

[View flyer here!]

Greetings from UC Berkeley’s Master of Engineering program! We are reaching out to graduating seniors in physics, math, and civil engineering who might find our two-semester Master of Engineering program offered in the Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering uniquely valuable. The MEng offers a specialization in either large cyber-physical systems or transportation engineering, in addition to the existing Master of Science degrees in those areas.

BONUS: Our admissions team is coming to a location near you! We invite your students to join
us at an upcoming admissions event to learn more about our program.

SCHOLARSHIPS

CALIFORNIA TRANSPORTATION FOUNDATION
$5,000 TIM FLEMING MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP 2022

Click here to view the flyer

CTF is actively soliciting applications for the 2022 Tim Fleming Memorial Scholarship, 12th year of this scholarship. The amount of the scholarship this year is $5,000. Tim was an outstanding engineer and volunteer who unexpectedly passed away at the young age of 51. To pay tribute to his legacy as a leader in the engineering community, this scholarship was established in his name. The scholarship is administered by the California Transportation Foundation (CTF).

CLICK HERE TO VIEW APPLICATION DOCUMENT

Deadline: December 9th, 2022